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WEST:  Welsh Energy Sector Training
Main objective: 
to develop skills to aid the utilisation and uptake of new technologies 
developed through the industrial research projects of the Low Carbon 
Research Institute Convergence Energy Program (LCRI CEP)
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Themes: 
Large Scale Power Generation                  Cardiff University – Engineering
Hydrogen Technologies                               University of South Wales 
Solar Photovoltaics                                      Glyndŵr University 
Marine Energy                                Swansea University
Low Carbon Built Environment (LCBE)     Cardiff University - Architecture
TRAINING
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• Develop & pilot training modules
• Engage participants within the Welsh workforce
• Enable achievement of qualifications (CQFW Level 4 and above)
• Continued delivery of modules developed
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LCRI LCBE Research projects
- Timber in Building Construction
- Urban Scale Energy 
Demand and Supply
- Sustainable Building Envelope
- Innovation, Technology 
Deployment & Market Development
- Energy Efficient Lighting
- Monitoring Energy Performance
Academic and Industrial Partners:
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- Low Carbon Building Design
Understanding the sector’s needs
• Drivers for skills demand
• Welsh Built Environment Sector training needs
• Interest of Welsh industry in training arising from LCBE research
• Appropriate training delivery methods
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Active Building 
Envelopes
Building with Timber in 
Wales
Energy Sim lation:                        
Building & Urban Scale
Holistic Approach to Low Carbon Buildings
Low Carbon Buildings Principles
Transpired Solar 
Collectors
Welsh Timber in Building 
Construction. 
Energy Simulation:
Sketchup plugin
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email: WEST@cf.ac.uk
twitter:    @LCRI_WEST
web: www.westproject.org.uk
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RIS enables links with businesses in different ways:
• Consultancy
• Training: CPD 
• Placements
• Innovation meetings
• …
Knowledge transfer enablers
Knowledge transfer enablers: EU funding
Convergence Regions
Phasing-out Regions
Phasing-in Regions
Competitiveness and 
Employment Regions
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UK gov. / Company
WG through HEFCW
(Higher Education 
Funding Council of Wales)
- Short-term placements
- Cross-sector relationships 
- Collaborative projects
EngD
Engineering Doctorate
- PhD w strong industrial focus
- Based on sponsoring company
- Efficient technology transfer
Sponsoring company
- In place for almost 40 years
- Managed by TSB
(Technology Strategy Board)
Knowledge transfer enablers: Welsh Government
‘Science for Wales: A strategic agenda for science and innovation in Wales’
• To build upon Wales’ scientific strengths “…support a better economic future…” 
• Three Grand Challenge priority areas:
• Life science and health
• Low carbon, energy and environment
• Advanced engineering and materials
• Commitment
“…work to deepen academic-business partnerships and
encourage collaboration…” including consideration of proposals for:
 closer integration of the research
 innovation
 commercial development
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email: ruizdelportala@cardiff.ac.uk
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